Abstract. Inversive distance circle packing on surfaces was introduced by as a generalization of Thurston's circle packing and conjectured to be rigid. The infinitesimal and global rigidity of circle packing with nonnegative inversive distance were proved by Guo [19] and Luo [25] respectively. The author [34] proved the global rigidity of circle packing with inversive distance in (−1, +∞). In this paper, we give a new variational proof of the Bowers-Stephenson conjecture for inversive distance in (−1, +∞), which simplifies the proofs in [19, 25, 34] and could be generalized to three dimensional case.
Introduction
In the study of hyperbolic structure on 3-dimensional manifolds, Thurston [31] introduced circle packing with non-obtuse intersection angles on surfaces, which generalized the circle packing studied by Andreev [1, 2] and Koebe [24] . Thurston proved the Andreev-Thurston theorem, which includes the existence part and the rigidity part. The Andreev-Thurston rigidity theorem states that the circle packing is globally determined by the discrete curvature on the triangulated surface, which is defined to be 2π less the cone angle at a vertex. Recently, Andreev-Thurston theorem was generalized by Zhou [37] to the case of obtuse angles. For a proof of Andreev-Thurston Theorem, see [8, 9, 22, 27, 28, 31, 37] .
Inversive distance circle packing was introduced by Bowers-Stephenson [7] as a generalization of Thurston's circle packing on surfaces, allowing the adjacent circles to separate. Suppose M is a surface with a triangulation T = {V, E, F }, where V, E, F are the sets of vertices, edges and faces respectively. We use i, {ij}, {ijk} to denote a vertex, an edge and a face respectively, where i, j, k are natural numbers. A weight on the triangulated surface is a map I : E → (−1, +∞). We use I ij to denote I({ij}) for simplicity. A weighted triangulated surface is denoted by (M, T , I) in this paper. Definition 1.1. Suppose (M, T , I) is a weighted triangulated surface. An inversive distance circle packing metric is a map r : V → (0, +∞) such that 1 (1): The edge length l ij of {ij} is l ij = r 2 i + r 2 j + 2r i r j I ij (1.1)
for Euclidean background geometry and l ij = cosh −1 (cosh r i cosh r j + I ij sinh r i sinh r j ) (1.2)
for hyperbolic background geometry; (2): With the assignment of edge lengths l ij , l jk , l ik by (1.1) (respectively (1.2)), the triangle {ijk} could be embedded in 2-dimensional Euclidean space E 2 (respectively 2-dimensional hyperbolic space H 2 ) as a nondegenerate triangle.
The condition (2) in Definition 1.1 is called a nondegenerate condition. If two circles C i and C j with radii r i and r j respectively are put in the plane with l ij as the distance of the centers of C i , C j , then the inversive distance of the two circles is I ij . If I ij ∈ [0, 1] for any edge {ij} ∈ E, the inversive distance circle packing is reduced to Thurston's circle packing [31] . If I ij ∈ (−1, 1] for any edge {ij} ∈ E, the inversive distance circle packing is reduced to the circle packing studied by Zhou [37] . If I ij ∈ [0, +∞) for any edge {ij} ∈ E, the inversive distance circle packing was studied by Guo [19] and Luo [25] . For more information on inversive distance circle packing, see [6, 7, 19, 28] .
Bowers-Stephenson [7] conjectured that the inversive distance circle packing on surfaces is rigid. The infinitesimal rigidity and global rigidity were proved by Guo [19] and Luo [25] respectively for circle packings with nonnegative inversive distance, which generalized the Andreev-Thurston rigidity theorem. Following the proof in [19, 25] , the author [34] proved the rigidity of circle packing for inversive distance in (−1, +∞) recently. Theorem 1.1 ([19, 25, 34] ). Suppose (M, T , I) is a weighted triangulated surface with the weight I : E → (−1, +∞) satisfying the structure condition
Then the inversive distance circle packing metric on (M, T , I) is uniquely determined by the discrete curvature (up to scaling for the Euclidean background geometry).
The basic strategy in [19, 25, 34] to prove Theorem 1.1 is to apply the variational principle introduced by de Verdière [9] to inversive distance circle packing, which could be separated into the following three steps. The first step is to prove the admissible space of inversive distance packing metrics for a single triangle is simply connected; The second step is to prove that the Jacobian matrix of the inner angles of a triangle in terms of some appropriate parametrization of the circle radii is symmetric and negative semi-definite (or negative definite), which ensures the definition of a locally concave function; The third step is to extend the locally concave function to be a globally defined concave function, which has been systematically studied in [3, 25] , and use this concave function to prove the rigidity.
In this paper, we give a new proof of Theorem 1.1. In the first step, the proof in [19, 25, 34] for simply connectivity of the admissible space for a single triangle is based on the triangle inequalities, which can not be generalized to three or higher dimensional cases. In this paper, we give a new proof of the simply connectivity using the Cayley-Menger determinant, which could be used to characterize the nondegeneracy of a simplex in any dimension. This proof enables us to prove the simply connectivity of admissible space of Thurston's sphere packing metrics for a single tetrahedron in three dimension [20, 21] . In the second step, the arguments in [19, 34] to prove the negative semi-definiteness (or negative definiteness) of the Jacobian matrix of inner angles in a triangle is based on a lengthy estimate of the eigenvalues of the matrix under the nondegenerate condition. In this paper, we give a new and short proof of the negative definiteness involving only the rank of the Jacobian matrix and connectivity of the parameterized admissible space for a triangle, which greatly simplifies the arguments in [19, 34] . The third step is the same as that in [19, 25, 34] .
In this paper, we only study the rigidity of inversive distance circle packing in Euclidean and hyperbolic background geometry. For the rigidity of inversive distance circle packing in spherical background geometry, see [4, 5, 26] . Deformation of inversive distance circle packing metrics on surfaces by discrete curvature flows was also studied recently, see [11, 12, 13, 15] . Inversive distance circle packing has lots of practical applications, see [6, 23, 35, 36] . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a new proof of Theorem 1.1 in Euclidean background geometry. In Section 3, we give a new proof of Theorem 1.1 in hyperbolic background geometry.
2. Rigidity of Euclidean inversive distance circle packing 2.1. Admissible space of Euclidean inversive distance circle packing metrics for a single triangle. Suppose σ = {123} ∈ F is a topological triangle in (M, T , I). The corresponding edge set of the triangle is denoted by E σ = {{12}, {13}, {23}}. We denote η as the restriction of the weight I : E → (−1, +∞) on the edge set E σ . Given a weight η on the edge set E σ satisfying the structure condition (1.3), the admissible space Ω E 123 (η) of Euclidean inversive distance circle packing metrics for the triangle {123} is defined to be the set of Euclidean inversive distance circle packing metrics (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ R 3 >0 such that the triangle {123} with the edge lengths given by (1.1) exists in 2-dimensional Euclidean space E 2 .
To simplify the notations, we set 
which implies det G 0 (l) < 0 is equivalent to the triangle inequalities. This was also observed in [19] . The advantage of using det G 0 (l) < 0 to characterize the nondegeneracy is that we just need one inequality det G 0 (l) < 0 instead of three triangle inequalities. Furthermore, this characterization of nondegeneracy of simplex could be generalized to high dimensional case [29] . Set
>0 generates a degenerate Euclidean triangle if and only if
Remark 2.2. For a nondegenerate inversive distance circle packing metric of the triangle {123}, there exists a geometric center C 123 of the triangle {123}, which has the same circle power to the circles attached to the vertices {1, 2, 3}. h i in (2.1) is a positive multiplication of the signed distance h jk,i of C 123 to the edge {jk}, which is defined to be positive if C 123 is on the same side of the line determined by {jk} as the triangle {123} and negative otherwise (or zero if C 123 is on the line). By direct calculations, we have
where A 123 is the area of the triangle {123}. Note that h 1 , h 2 , h 3 are welldefined for any (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ R 3 >0 , while h 12,3 , h 13,2 , h 23,1 are defined for nondegenerate inversive distance circle packing metrics. Refer to [16, 17, 18, 30] for more information on the geometric center of triangles.
>0 is a degenerate inversive distance circle packing metric, then one of the following two cases happens by (2.2).
(1): At least one of h 1 , h 2 , h 3 is zero; (2): None of h 1 , h 2 , h 3 is zero. We will prove that case (1) never happens. Furthermore, we will prove that only one of h i , h j , h k is negative and the others are positive in case (2) .
Note that Q ≤ 0 is equivalent to the following quadratic inequality of κ i
where
with {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3}. By direct calculations, the determinant
is a weight on the edges of a triangle {123} satisfying the structure condition (1.3).
Proof. It is straight forward to check that κ 2
If I j < 0, then I j ∈ (−1, 0) and
Similar argument applies for the case I k < 0. Therefore, under the structure condition (1.3) and I i > 1, we have I 2 1 + I 2 2 + I 2 3 + 2I 1 I 2 I 3 − 1 > 0. Q.E.D. Now we can prove that the case (1) never happens.
>0 is a degenerate Euclidean inversive distance circle packing metric for a triangle {123} with a weigh η : E σ → (−1, +∞) satisfying the structure condition (1.3), then none of h 1 , h 2 , h 3 is zero.
Proof. We prove the lemma by contradiction. By the degenerate condition (2.2), if one of h 1 , h 2 , h 3 is zero, then there is another one of h 1 , h 2 , h 3 that is nonpositive. Without loss of generality, we assume h 1 = 0, h 2 ≤ 0 for a degenerate Euclidean inversive distance circle packing metric (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ R 3
>0 . By h 1 = 0, we have κ 1 (I 2 1 − 1) = κ 2 γ 3 + κ 3 γ 2 , which implies I 1 ≥ 1 by the structure condition (1.3). If I 1 > 1, then we can take Q ≤ 0 as a quadratic inequality in κ 1
where A 1 , B 1 , C 1 are given by (2.5) with
which is equivalent to
This contradicts h 1 = 0. Therefore, I 1 = 1. By h 1 = 0 again, we have γ 2 = γ 3 = 0, which implies I 2 + I 3 = 0. By h 2 = κ 2 (1 − I 2 2 ) + κ 1 γ 3 + κ 3 γ 1 ≤ 0, we have I 2 ≥ 1, which implies I 3 = −I 2 ≤ −1. This is impossible.
Q.E.D.
By Lemma 2.4, if (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ R 3 >0 is a degenerate Euclidean inversive distance circle packing metric for a triangle {123}, at least one of h 1 , h 2 , h 3 is negative and the others are nonzero. Furthermore, we have the following result.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose {123} is a triangle with a weigh η : E σ → (−1, +∞) satisfying the structure condition (1.3) and (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ R 3 >0 . Then there exists no subset {i, j} ⊂ {1, 2, 3} such that h i < 0 and h j < 0.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we consider the case h 1 < 0, h 2 < 0. By
which implies I 1 > 1, I 2 > 1 and (I 2 1 − 1)(I 2 2 − 1) > γ 2 3 by the structure condition (1.3). Note that
by the proof of Lemma 2.3. This is a contradiction.
>0 is a nondegenerate or degenerate inversive distance circle packing metric for the triangle {123}, Lemma 2.5 is valid. For nondegenerate inversive distance circle packing metrics, Lemma 2.5 implies that the geometric center does not lie in some special regions in the plane relative to the triangle. Now we can prove the main result of this subsection.
Proposition 2.1 ( [19, 34] ). Suppose σ = {123} ∈ F is a triangle in (M, T ) with a weight η : E σ → (−1, +∞) satisfying the structure condition (1.3). Then the admissible space Ω E 123 (η) of Euclidean inversive distance circle packing metrics (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ R 3 >0 is nonempty and simply connected. Furthermore, the set of degenerate inversive distance circle packing metric is a disjoint union ∪ i∈P V i , where P = {i ∈ {1, 2, 3}|I i > 1} and
>0 is a degenerate inversive distance circle packing metric for the triangle {123}, then we have Q = κ 1 h 1 +κ 2 h 2 +κ 3 h 3 ≤ 0. By Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5, one of h 1 , h 2 , h 3 is negative and the others are positive. Suppose h i < 0 and h j > 0, h k > 0 with {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3}. Then we have I i > 1 by h i < 0. Take Q ≤ 0 as a quadratic inequality of κ i , we have
Note that h i < 0 is equivalent to
Therefore, the set of degenerate inversive distance circle packing metrics is contained in ∪ i∈P V i .
On the other hand, if I i > 1, then for any (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ V i , we have Q ≤ 0, which implies any element (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ V i is a degenerate inversive distance circle packing metric. Therefore, Ω E 123 (η) = R 3 >0 \ ∪ i∈P V i , where
For any (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ V i , we have
, which is equivalent to h i < 0. This implies V i ∩ V j = ∅ if I i > 1 and I j > 1 by Lemma 2.5.
Note that V i is bounded by an analytic graph on R 2
This implies Ω E 123 (η) = R 3 >0 \ ∪ i∈P V i is homotopy equivalent to R 3 >0 . Therefore, Ω E 123 (η) is simply connected. Q.E.D.
Remark 2.4. Suppose σ = {123} ∈ F is a triangle with a weight η : E σ → (−1, +∞) satisfying the structure condition (1.3). For (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ V i , we have h i < 0 and h j > 0, h k > 0.
Remark 2.5. The simply connectivity of the admissible space of nondegenerate inversive distance circle packing metrics was first proved by Guo [19] for nonnegative inversive distance and then by the author [34] for inversive distance in (−1, +∞) satisfying the structure condition (1.3). The proof of simply connectivity presented here is motivated by the proof of simply connectivity of admissible space of sphere packing metrics of a tetrahedron in 3-dimension [10, 14, 33] . The advantage of the proof of Proposition 2.1 is that we have a precise description of the boundary of the admissible space, each connected component of which is an analytic graph on R 2 >0 , and the proof could be generalized to 3-dimensional case to prove the simply connectivity of admissible space of Thurston's sphere packing metrics for a tetrahedron [10, 14, 20, 21, 33] .
In a single triangle {123}, we denote θ i as the angle at vertex i. We have the following result.
Lemma 2.6 ( [25, 34] ). Suppose {123} ∈ F is a triangle with a weight η : E σ → (−1, +∞) satisfying the structure condition (1.3). Then θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 defined for (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ Ω E 123 (η) could be extended by constants to be continuous functions θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 defined on R 3 >0 . Proof. If r = (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ Ω E 123 (η) tends to a point r = (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) in the boundary ∂V i of V i in R 3 >0 , we have the area A 123 → 0, l ij (r) → l ij (r) > 0 and l ik (r) → l ik (r) > 0, which implies sin
Take u i = ln r i . By Lemma 2.9, we have
As h j > 0, h k > 0 for r ∈ ∂V i by Remark 2.4, we have
Then we can extend θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 defined on Ω E 123 (η) to be continuous functions defined on R 3 >0 by setting
as the space of weights on the edges of a triangle {123} satisfying the structure condition (1.3).
Lemma 2.7. Γ is connected.
Proof. It is obviously that [0, +∞) 3 ⊂ Γ. By γ i = I i + I j I k ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, 3, we have I 1 + I 2 ≥ 0, I 1 + I 3 ≥ 0, I 2 + I 3 ≥ 0, which implies that at most one of I 1 , I 2 , I 3 is negative. Without loss of generality, we consider the case (I 1 , I 2 , I 3 ) ∈ Γ with I 1 < 0, I 2 ≥ 0, I 3 ≥ 0. It is straight forward to check that (tI 1 , I 2 , I 3 ) ∈ Γ for any t ∈ [0, 1], which implies Γ is connected. Q.E.D.
Using the space Γ, we can further define the following 6-dimensional parameterized admissible space
123 is connected. Proof. Suppose η 0 ∈ Γ, then there exists r 0 ∈ Ω E 123 (η 0 ) with Q(η 0 , r 0 ) > 0 by the nonempty property of Ω E 123 (η 0 ) in Proposition 2.1. Consider the continuous function Q(η, r 0 ) of η. As Q(η 0 , r 0 ) > 0, there is a connected neighborhood U η 0 ⊂ Γ of η 0 such that Q(η, r 0 ) > 0 for any η ∈ U η 0 . This implies that for any η ∈ U η 0 , any two points (η, r A ) ∈ Ω E 123 and (η 0 , r B ) ∈ Ω E 123 could be connected by a path in Ω E 123 by Proposition 2.1. In this case, we call the space Ω E 123 (η) and Ω E 123 (η 0 ) could be connected by a path in U η 0 . Taking Ω E 123 (η) as a point. Then for any η A , η B ∈ Γ, the existence of a path from Ω E 123 (η A ) to Ω E 123 (η B ) in Γ follows from the connectivity of Γ and finite covering theorem, which implies that Ω E 123 is connected. Q.E.D.
2.2.
Negative semi-definiteness of the Jacobian matrix. Set u i = ln r i . The following result on the matrix Λ E 123 = 8, 19, 31, 34, 37] ). Suppose (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) is a nondegenerate Euclidean inversive distance circle packing metric for a triangle {123} with a weight η satisfying the structure condition (1.3), then
for any adjacent vertices i, j, where A 123 is the area of the triangle {123}, and
Specially, for η = (I 1 , I 2 , I 3 ) = (1, 1, 1) ∈ Γ, the Jacobian matrix
is negative semi-definite with a zero eigenvalue and two negative eigenvalues.
Remark 2.6. By (2.3), (2.9) and Remark 2.4, if η ∈ Γ and (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ Ω E 123 (η) tends to a point (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ ∂V i , we have
This is a type of conformal metric studied in [16, 17, 18, 30] .
Lemma 2.10 ( [19, 34] ). Suppose r = (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ R 3 >0 is a nondegenerate Euclidean inversive distance circle packing metric for a triangle {123} with a weight η satisfying the structure condition (1.3) , then the Jacobian matrix
is negative semi-definite with one dimensional kernel {t (1, 1, 1 )|t ∈ R}.
Proof. By the chain rules, we have
. 
is nondegenerate. Therefore, the rank of Λ E 123 is the same as that of the matrix
∂(l 23 ,l 13 ,l 12 ) , which is known to be 2 for nondegenerate Euclidean triangles.
Taking Λ E 123 as a matrix-valued function defined on Ω E 123 , then the two nonzero eigenvalues of Λ E 123 are continuous functions of (η, r) ∈ Ω E 123 . By the connectivity of Ω E 123 in Lemma 2.8, the nonzero eigenvalues do not change sign in Ω E 123 . Note that Λ E 123 (η 0 ) is negative semi-definite with two negative eigenvalues for η 0 = (1, 1, 1) by Lemma 2.9. This implies that Λ E 123 (η) is negative semi-definite with two negative eigenvalues for any η ∈ Γ. The kernel of Λ E 123 (η) is {t(1, 1, 1)|t ∈ R} follows from the scaling invariance of θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 .
Remark 2.7. The negative semi-definiteness of the Jacobian matrix Λ E 123 for Thurston's circle packing metric is well-known, see [8, 31, 37] . The negative semi-definiteness of Λ E 123 for inversive distance circle packing metrics is proved by Guo [19] for nonnegative inversive distance and by the author [34] for inversive distance in (−1, +∞) satisfying the structure condition (1.3) . The proof we give here simplifies the proof in [19, 34] .
2.3.
Proof of the rigidity for Euclidean inversive distance circle packing. As the rest of the proof for the rigidity is standard and the same as that in [19, 25, 34] , we just give a sketch of the proof here. For more details of the proof, see [19, 25, 34] .
By Lemma 2.9 and Proposition 2.1, we can define the following function
, which is locally concave by Lemma 2.10. Recall the following definition and extension theorem of Luo [25] . 
a w is locally convex on A and each a i can be extended continuous to X by constant functions to a function a i on X, then F (x) = x a n i=1 a i (x)dx i is a C 1 -smooth convex function on X extending F . By Proposition 2.1, Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 2.1, F ijk could be extended to be a C 1 -smooth concave function
Then the global rigidity of K on the admissible space of Euclidean inversive distance circle packing metrics for (M, T , I) follows from the convexity of F and the null space of Λ E ijk (η) is {t(1, 1, 1)|t ∈ R}. Q.E.D.
3. Rigidity of hyperbolic inversive distance circle packing 3.1. The admissible space of hyperbolic inversive distance circle packing metrics for a single triangle. Similar to the Euclidean case, we can define the admissible space of hyperbolic inversive distance circle packing metrics for a triangle σ = {123} ∈ F . Given a weight η on the edge set E σ of {123} satisfying the structure condition (1.3), the admissible space Ω H 123 (η) of hyperbolic inversive distance circle packing metrics for the triangle σ = {123} is defined to be the set of hyperbolic inversive distance circle packing metrics (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ R 3 >0 such that the triangle with edge lengths given by (1.2) exists in 2-dimensional hyperbolic space H 2 .
Set
Recall the following result characterizing nondegeneracy of a hyperbolic triangle {123} with positive edge lengths l 12 , l 13 , l 23 . Remark 3.1. By direct calculations, we have
where s = 1 2 (l 12 +l 13 +l 23 ) is the semiperimeter. This implies that det G − (l) < 0 is equivalent to the triangle inequalities. This was also observed by Guo in [19] . Similar to the Euclidean case, this approach has the advantage that we just need one inequality to characterize the nondegeneracy instead of three triangle inequalities. Furthermore, this approach could be generalized to high dimensions [29] .
For simplicity, we set
Submitting the definition of l ij (1.2) into G − (l), we have
Then we have the following criterion of nondegeneracy for hyperbolic triangles.
Lemma 3.2 ([19, 34]).
A hyperbolic triangle {123} with edge lengths l 12 , l 13 , l 23 given by (1.2) exists in H 2 if and only if Q > 0.
Similar to the Euclidean case, set
>0 is a degenerate hyperbolic inversive distance circle packing metric for a single triangle {123} if and only if
>0 is a degenerate hyperbolic inversive distance circle packing metric for a triangle {123}, at least one of I 1 , I 2 , I 3 is strictly larger than 1, which implies I 2 1 + I 2 2 + I 2 3 + 2I 1 I 2 I 3 − 1 > 0 by the proof of Lemma 2.3.
Therefore, if (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ R 3 >0 is a degenerate inversive distance circle packing metric for a triangle {123}, we have
by (3.1), which implies one of the following two cases happens.
(1): At least one of h 1 , h 2 , h 3 is zero; (2): None of h 1 , h 2 , h 3 is zero. Similar to the Euclidean case, we can prove that case (1) never happens. Furthermore, we can prove that only one of h i , h j , h k is negative and the others are positive in case (2) .
Similar to the Euclidean case, we can rewrite Q ≤ 0 as a quadratic inequality of κ i
with {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3}. By direct calculations, we have the determinant 
>0 is a degenerate hyperbolic inversive distance circle packing metric for a triangle {123} with a weight η : E σ → (−1, +∞) satisfying the structure condition (1.3), then none of h 1 , h 2 , h 3 is zero.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose {123} ∈ F is a triangle with a weight η : E σ → (−1, +∞) satisfying the structure condition (1.3) and (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ R 3 >0 . Then there exists no subset {i, j} ⊂ {1, 2, 3} such that h i < 0 and h j < 0.
Proposition 3.1 ( [19, 34] ). Suppose σ = {123} ∈ F is a triangle in (M, T ) with a weight η : E σ → (−1, +∞) satisfying the structure condition (1.3). Then the admissible space Ω H 123 (η) of hyperbolic inversive distance circle packing metrics (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ R 3 >0 is nonempty and simply connected. Furthermore, the set of degenerate inversive distance circle packing metric is a disjoint union ∪ i∈P V i , where P = {i ∈ {1, 2, 3}|I i > 1} and
is bounded by an analytic graph on R 2 >0 with A i , B i , C i , ∆ i given by (3.2)(3.3). Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 3.1 could be proved similarly to that of Lemma 2.3, Lemma 2.4, Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 2.1 by repeating the proof line by line. We omit the details of the proof here. Similar to Remark 2.4, we have the following remark.
Remark 3.2. If (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ V i is a degenerate hyperbolic inversive distance circle packing metric for a triangle {123} with a weight η : E σ → (−1, +∞) satisfying the structure condition (1.3), then h i < 0, h j > 0, h k > 0, where {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3}.
Similar to the Euclidean case, the inner angles of a hyperbolic triangle could be extended by constants to be globally defined continuous functions. Lemma 3.6 ([25, 34] ). Suppose {123} ∈ F is a triangle with a weight η : E σ → (−1, +∞) satisfying the structure condition (1.3). Then the functions θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 defined for (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ Ω H 123 (η) could be extended by constants to be continuous functions θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 defined on R 3 >0 .
3.2.
Negative definiteness of the Jacobian matrix. Set u i = ln tanh r i 2 . The following result on the matrix Λ H 123 =
Lemma 3.8 ( [8, 19, 31, 34, 37] ). Suppose (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ R 3 >0 is a nondegenerate hyperbolic inversive distance circle packing metric for a triangle {123} with a weight η satisfying the structure condition (1.3), then
4)
where A = 1 2 sinh l ik sinh l ij sin θ i and {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3}. Specially, for η = (I 1 , I 2 , I 3 ) = (1, 1, 1 
is negative definite at (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) = (1, 1, 1). Lemma 3.9. Suppose r = (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ∈ R 3 >0 is a nondegenerate hyperbolic inversive distance circle packing metric for a triangle {123} with a weight η satisfying the structure condition (1.3), then the matrix Λ H 123 (η) = (1, 1, 1) by Lemma 3.9, we have Λ H 123 (η) is negative definite for any η ∈ Γ.
3.3. Proof of the rigidity for hyperbolic inversive distance circle packing metrics. Similar to the Euclidean case, we just sketch the proof of rigidity for hyperbolic inversive distance circle packing here. For more details of the proof, see [19, 25, 34] . By Lemma 3.8 and Proposition 3.1, we can define the following function
on the image of Ω H ijk (η) under the map u i = ln tanh r i 2 , which is locally concave by Lemma 3.9. By Proposition 3.1, Lemma 3.6 and Theorem 2.1, F ijk could be extended to be a C 1 -smooth concave function
<0 . Using F ijk , we can further define the following C 1 convex function F on R
|V | <0
F (u 1 , · · · , u |V | ) = 2π i∈V u i − {ijk}∈F F ijk (u i , u j , u k ), which has gradient ∇ u i F = 2π − {ijk}∈F θ jk i = K i , where K i is a continuous extension of K i . Then the global injectivity of K on the admissible space of hyperbolic inversive distance circle packing metrics for (M, T , I) follows from the convexity of F . This is equivalent to the global rigidity of the curvature map K.
